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Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Among the clause elements (Quirk, 1985:12), a subject and a verb are the principal elements. If
we adopt Lambecht's theory on information category, we can classify a sentence into a Predicate
Focus, Argument Focus, and a Sentence Focus. This theory categorizes the predicate, the subject,
and the subject and predicate as new information respectively. Chafe's semantic aspects
determine the verb-subject relation. He classifies verbs as an ambient, a state, a process, and an
action. His argument is based on the failure of the structural linguistics to explain the subject-verb
formula such as S V 0 as this formula permits the sentence formation of The fly killed the man
which is not acceptable.
THE VERB-SUBJECT RELATION
In relation to the semantic verb-subject relation, Chafe proposes a classification of verbs into an
ambient, a state, a process, and an action. The verb-subject relation, furthermore, results in the
classification of Inchoative,resultative, absolutive, relative, causative, deprocessive,antonymy,
experiencer, beneficiary,instrument, complement, locative, agent,patient
A verb of ambient, which shows nothingness but the predication itself, is either a state or
an action. The followings are the examples in sentences.
(1)
(2)
It
Form.
It
FORM.
is hot.
Vbe.PRES.3.SG. ADJ.Sta.
rains.
Vf. PRES.3.SG.Act.
The nothingness of subject in Russian is not expressed as seen in a formal it like in English. The
following sentences are the examples:
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(3) Kholodo.
cold. ADJ.PRES.Sta.
'It is cold.'
The only predicate is the adjective together with the absence of a state verb of be. The present
tense marker is expressed by the absence of the verbbe itself: In the past tense, the tense marker is
expressed by the verb be:
(4) Bylo kholodno.
Vbe.PAST.3.SG.NET.Sta. cold.NOM.ADJ.3.SG.NET.
'It was cold.'
The action verb of ambient in Russian is seen in the following
(5) Idjot dozd.
go.Vf.PRES.3.SG.NET. rain.NOM.N.3.SG.NET.
'It rains.'
(6) Dozdit
rain.Vf. PRES.3.SG.MASC.
'It Rains.'
The sentences involve nothing but the predication of state hot and rains, which are verbs of
ambient. The sentences show different action verbs of ambient. (5) expresses a verb and a
predicative complement, while (6) expresses a single sentence verb.
The above sentences show no subject element in the sentence. The followings exhibit a
subject-verb relation. The sentence:
(7) He is tired.
PRON.3.SG.POT.ANI.MASC.PAT. Vbe.PRES.3.SG. ADJ.Sta.Incho
The predicate tired is a derivational verb expressing the beginning of a process.
(8) The watch is broken.
N.COUNT.3.SG.INANI.POT. Vbe.PRES.3.SG. ADJ.Sta.Resul.
The above sentences show a verb-subject relation. The prediacte is tired show a different
relation to the predicate is broken. The first is a patient-inchoative while the second is a potent-
resultative.
In Russian such a relation is expressed in a different way.
(9) On ustal
he. PRON.NOM.3.SG.POT.ANI.MASC.PAT. ADJ.PAST.MASC.Sta.Incho.
'He was tired.'
(10) Chasy spamalis'
watch.N.NOM.COUNT.3.SG.INANI.POT. break.Vf.PAST.3.SG.REFL.
'The watch was broken.'
The above sentences show that the verb-subject relation differs from that of the relation in
English. The first case is just the same with a little difference in the adjective predicate. In English
there is no concord between a subject and an adjective while in Russian the adjective ustal agrees
with the masculine subject. The second case shows that the verb spamalis' indicates a reflexive
form breaks itself.
The following sentence may have a different pattern in Russian.
(11) I am cold.
PRON.NOM.l.SG.ANI.MASC.HUM.EXP. Vbe.PRES.3.SG. ADJ.Sta.Exp
The sentence above shows a verb-subject relation as experientative and experiencer. The Russian
equivalence is expressed in an ambient state, which shows no subject presence.
(12) Mnje kholodno.
me.PRON.DAT.l.SG.ANI.HUM.EXP cold.ADJ.NOM.Amb.NET.Sta.
'I am cold.'
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No subject is found in the above sentence as the verb is ambient. The sentence literally means "It
is hot for me." This form really expresses an experience.
Another verb-subject relation is a causative-agent-patient relation and a benefactive-. The
relation is shown below.
(13) He broke the dish.
PRON.3.SG.ANI.HUM.MASC.AGT. Vf.PAST.Act.Caus. N.COUNT.3.SG.POT.PAT.
The verb broke in above sentence has the relationship with the subject as an agent-causative
relation. The subject cuses the noun the dish to break. Therefore, the dish is the patient. In
Russian, such a sentence is expressed in the following:
(14) On razbil tarelku
he.NOM.3.SG.MASC.AGT. breakVf.PAST.Act.Caus. plate.N.ACC.3.SG.FEM.POT.PAT.
'He broke the plate.'
The difference between the patients in the two languages is that in Russian it is in the accusative
case.
Still, another verb subject relation is shown in the following sentences. It is in English
and in Russian.
(15) The teacher gave me a book.
N.COUNT.3.SG.ANI.AGT. Vf.PAST.Act.Ben. PRON.3.SG.BEN. N.COUNT.3SG.PAT
The verb gave in the above sentence is a benefactive verb having an agent, a beneficiary noun and
a patient. The Russian equivalence is shown below:
(16) Uchitel dal mnje knigu.
teacher.NOM.3.SG.AGT. give.Vf.PAST.Ben. me.DAT.l.SG.BEN. book.ACC.3SG.PAT
'The teacher gave me a book.'
Here, the beneficiary noun mnje is in the dative case. The possessive verb in English, which
beneficiary as shown below
(17) He
PRON.3.SG.ANI.HUM.MASC.BEN.
has a book.
Vf.PRES.3.SG.Ben. N.COUNT.3.SG.
is not that case in Russian. In Russian it has the following relation:
(18). U menja est kniga.
with me. PREP.ACC.PAT is.Vbe.PRES.INF book.NOM.3.SG
'I have a book.'
CONCLUDING SUMMARY
To close the discussion, it is necessary to put the sentences in an easy version in a table as found
in the following:
No
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
English
It is hot.
It rains.
It is cold.
It was cold.
He is tired.
The watch is broken.
I am cold.
He broke the dish.
The teacher gave me a book.
He has a book.
Russian
'hot.'
'Goes the rain.'/ 'Rains.'
'Cold.'
'Was cold.'
'He tired.'
'The watch breaks.'
'For me cold.'
'He broke the plate.'
'The teacher gave for me a book.'
'With him a book.
Note
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Ambient
Patient
Potent
Experiencer
Causative
Benefactive
Benefactive
From the table, we can see that verb-subject relations vary. They vary in types and they vary in
their function in the two languages.
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